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B heitman s historical register and dictionary of the united
states army washington GPOGFO 1903 makes it possible to
identify the captain with a high degree of probability as step-
hen baker of michigan who served as a private corporal and
sergeant during the civil war and advanced to lieutenant and
then to captain by june 1874

one caveat should be raised about thetiietile reid volume since
like many oral histories it purports to relate emotional states
and events thirty to fifty years removed in time it must be used
with caution did emma just for instance really have the
continual death wishes portrayed in the volume or is this a
projection of her state of mind as an invalid septuagenarian
at the time of the interview though many of the reminis-
cences can be compared with contemporary sources and thus
add insight into the events social historians particularly must
be careful in using such material in the absence of contempo-
rary evidence as an indication of the attitudes of a pioneer
during the 1870s and 1880s

withal the editors are to be complimented on the fine
work they have done professor ellsworth s volume adds con-
siderablesiderable insight into the life and attitudes of nineteenth
century mormon women and professor madsen helps us to
understand life on the idaho frontier in addition the tanner
trust fund and the series editors should be congratulated for
ovidingprovidinghvidingIM volumes of this quality

dean C jessee ed letters of brigham young to his sons salt
lake city desert book company 1974 xlivaliv plus 375 ppap
9959.95995
reviewed by stanford J layton coordinator of publications and res-
earch utah state historical society

writing to his son willard in july 1877 brigham young
expressed pleasure that no historyliiillstory was being made at that par-
ticular moment inin zion sincesince history as usually written is
principally filled with the wars the troubles and misfortunes
of mankind the observation is particularly interesting
inin relationship to this book of letters to his sons since nothing
better suggests just how completely thetiietile historical community
liashas managed to burst the constraints of its nineteenth century
preoccupation with the tragic and the colossal than this hand
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some volume these letters are generally low key mild con-
cerned with family thingslingsti singularly devoid of those block
busting brigham young jererniadsjeremiadsieremijeremi ads which colored his public
speeches and generously laden with those precious details of
everyday life that comprise the essence of historical under-
standing it is appropriate that such a work be the inaugural
volume inin the new mormon heritage series under the general
editorship of LDS church historian leonard arrington for
no one hasliasilas done more than liehelleile in his many distinguished
works to coax such enriching detail to the surface of utah and
mormonmornion history

the ninety five letters in this volume were chosen to com-
prise a genre those dealing exclusively with business or com-
munity matters were not included this is not to say that
such extrinsic material is entirely absent indeed immediately
after his comment that no history was being made brigham
apparently unaware of the irony mentioned that twenty three
indictments had been handed down the previous evening by
the grand jury investigating the morrisitemorrisineMorri site tragedy of 1862 his
comments in that regard are brief but revealing here and
there the reader also catches glimpses of such significant his-
torical matters as the godbeiteGod beite apostasy the mining activity
of patrick connor and corruption among appointed territorial
officials but the focus is strictly on the filial and that is how
the book must be approached the letters are didactic even
evangelical at times as the concerned and loving father
coaches cajoles chastizeschastiseschas tizes encourages and enjoins his atteattentiventiveetive
and admiring sons

though all the letters share a common tone they do not
become commonplace in thetiietile reading this may be due less to
the nature of thetiietile letters than to the acumen and careful schol-
arship of dean C jessee he has given each letter a meaning-
ful historical context by setting it against a biographical sketch
of the son to whom it was written and by explaining where
that particular son was at the time and what had been the
nature of his latest communication to his father the result
is actually a dialogue and fromfroingrom it an entirely new appreciation
of the brigham young family is possible the dynamic and
enigmatic john W the charismatic willard the artistic joseph
don carlos the cultured alfalesalfaresal falestalesgalesgaies the ungifted oscar the tragic
phineas and the eminently lovable brigham jr these and
the rest of thetiietile seventeen sons who grew to maturity begin to
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assume their historical identity it is a heady trip for the his-
torian raising as many questions as it answers particularly in
regard to the sharply restricted scope of the young influence
in religious and political matters after brigham s death this
dimension of the book notwithstanding the reader s greatest
reward will be the additional insight helielleile gains into brigham
young himself sometimes a very complex man sometimes
remarkably simple always interesting and still eluding a cap-
able biographer

three or four pages in the review copy of the book were
irregularly inked but there is no reason to suppose that this
slight blemish persisted in other copies having brigham
young s letters set with a ragged right margin adds a nice
touch and serves to eliminate the intimidating effect produced
by using smaller type for lengthy direct quotes jack adamson s

foreword is a literary delight dean jessee s editorial work is

especially well done the introduction the explanatory foot-
notes the extensive biographical appendix and related back
matter and above all the commentary on the sons and excerpts
from their letters and diaries he has set a most worthy stan-
dard of excellence for the entire series

thomas A curtis and jeffrey hill the pearl of great price
comprehensive concordance salt lake city utah hawkes
publications 1973 190 ppap 2952.95295
reviewed by james R harris assistant professor of ancient scriptures
at brigham young university

since the 1961 publication of lynn M hilton s concor-
dance of the pearl of great price went unnoticed by authors
curtis and hill they assumed that they were writing a book
which had never been written before hilton s concordance
not only predates the work of curtis and hill by thirteen years
but it is also a more accurate tool for scriptural study

inclusion of historical information on thetiietile whole pearl of
great price as well as each individual book therein is a valuable
contribution of the curtis hill publication however somesoine areas
of the narrative are misleading because vital bits of information
were not included

the authors discuss three maiormajormalor editions of the pearl of
great price naming elders franklin D richards and james


